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Like pretty much every other person living in the “developed” world of the twenty-first
century, I spend an awful lot of time reading and writing tiny pixel-based letterforms
on small, glowing screens. During the short amount of time we have been acclimating
to this new mediation for the acts of reading and writing, it seems that almost all
visible media forms have collapsed into a single experience: looking at and touching a
little piece of illuminated glass. 
What then becomes of the printed page, and how can it play an active role in our new
digital modes of reading, writing, seeing, playing, working, and learning? 
e Innovation Center at the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC), in conjunction
with the UIC School of Design, is currently conducting research into methods by
which paper objects can interface with computers and microprocessors to control
multimedia reading and viewing experiences within learning environments. More
specifically, recent experimentation with the use of conductive inks for paper-based
interfaces has shaped a focused new area of typographic exploration that seeks to
blend the constraints of drawing functional circuits with the creation of legible letters.
ese explorations reveal potential for books and printed matter to be considered as
touch surfaces to control operations on digital media – making the printed page
simultaneously information and interface. As the reader touches individual letterforms
or words, the finger closes a circuit that triggers different media events. Touch a letter
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to activate textual documents, images, videos, or audio. Trace the words on the page
with your fingertip to expand a collection of digital media.
If this sounds fantastic, but also a bit vague, allow me to put it in more concrete terms.
We are effectively creating paper keyboards by printing conductive ink onto paper.
ese keyboards take the form of legible texts such that each letter or word works like
a button. When “plugged in” to the appropriate hardware and soware, simply touching
a letter or word on this piece of paper has the potential to do anything you can imagine
doing with a keystroke on a computer. Dreaming beyond a single piece of paper, the
implications of these prototypes suggest a method for making printed books the
interface for interaction with any digital media.
is work blends research into materials and material applications, interactive
hardware and soware systems, and typographic design – all at the intersection of
digital and physical media. is is not the work of scientists, engineers, or computer
programmers, but rather designers seeking to expand our possibilities for merging
digital and physical media within learning environments. As such, form and content
are not seen as distinct or divisible entities but are fully intertwined.1 is particular
effort is being undertaken in conjunction with the History Moves project – a
multidisciplinary collaboration at UIC with the mission to create a mobile digital
humanities lab, in this instance through the creation of a mobile history museum.
What does it mean to collapse printed and digital media into a single, unified learning
experience? How does this kind of integrated media interaction merge known and new
modes of reading, viewing, and learning by experience? How do legible circuits present
new challenges and opportunities in the realm of typography? And how viable is this
approach to merging printed and digital media on a large-scale, distributable model?
Interface design, and oen design in general, is not always viewed as a significant
research activity, nor are its findings seen as serious research contributions.2 However,
the decisions required to translate nebulous concepts of new models for accessing
textual or pictorial information are made manifest exactly by those tangible systems
and artifacts that allow us to further analyze, question, and develop the theoretical
conversations. ese systems and artifacts are cognitive tools that expand or refine the
discourse every bit as much as the textual documents (yes, even this one!) that hope to
do the same. As a designer whose research is done through making, and the critical
analysis of what is made, I proclaim this bias proudly. So, there is my stake in the
ground: design as research has legitimacy – not just in service to academic research but
as a parallel contributor. 
In this article, I will converge three considerations at play in this design-as-research
method: the issues this work speculates on regarding the stability and flexibility of
traditional and new media forms; new areas of research this work reveals for book
design and typography; and how this prototyping work can be duplicated. My goal is to
demonstrate the theoretical and practical value of this research and to do so in an open
source spirit: here are the steps, try it yourself and make it better! 
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Stability and flexibility: Paper as interface
Considering paper as an interface for digital multimedia environments begins with
making some assumptions about the value of printed media. One of the hallmarks of
the print medium – dating to the moment of the invention of movable type – is the
stable repeatability in the production of texts.3 is stability, in combination with the
capacity to reconfigure type into yet more stable and infinitely repeatable texts, brought
about a sea change in the distribution of information and ideas. e index system of
referencing any prior text in order to build upon, expand, counter, or refine a trajectory
of thought, starts with the possibility of all previous texts remaining stable – shared
among the world’s citizens as a consistent human record. On the other hand, as
McLuhan ardently argues, the technology of typography has re-proportioned our
senses and divides our social and perceptual capacities. He states that “this type of
reduction or distortion of all experience to the scale of one sense only is in tendency
the effect of typography on the arts and sciences as well as upon human sensibility”
(McLuhan, p. 125). is reduction of sensibility produced by the “technology and
social effects of typography incline us to abstain from noting interplay and, as it were,
‘formal’ causality, both in our inner and external lives. Print exists by virtue of the static
separation of functions and fosters a mentality that gradually resists any but a
separative and compartmentalizing or specialist outlook” (McLuhan, p. 126).
Digital media present a whole array of new flexibilities in the production and
distribution of text, images, audio, and other stimulations, while also making it possible
to blend sense perceptions. Expanding the potential for variability, we have to consider
the multitude of screens, surfaces, and resolutions, plus the spatial and physical-
sensory conditions within which we can access digital material. However great these
new potentials are, that exactly repeatable visual-pictorial process does lose some of its
exactitude. It is in these diverse processes of accessing digital media that the reading-
viewing experience loses some of its stability. If in doubt, try to access a Web page that
was built just ten years ago (still well within the 21st century!). e information –
textual and pictorial – may well be intact, but I will be surprised if the viewing and
reading experience is exactly as it had been originally intended. Browsers, hypertext
protocol, hardware – all have changed rather significantly in a very short amount of
time. All of this flexibility in reading-viewing opportunities offers a tremendous
increase in the varieties and potentials of new visual experiences, but it also hinders the
expectation of perfectly repeatable experiences. is is where the printed page and the
book excel!
Utilizing print-based interfaces to operate on digital media brings the stability of the
printed artifact and the flexibility of digital media into communion. Imagine a book
printed with a variety of legible circuits across its pages, by which I mean words that
also clearly create a button-like interface. Each touch of a word or letter can trigger any
kind of media event as defined by the soware and hardware to which it is engaged.
is allows for a single book to operate an infinite array of media events, simply by
adding to or reconfiguring the digital media or soware used to access it. In this way,
the printed page retains its stability and perfect repeatability (as it does so well), while
the digital media performs its flexible fluidity based on simple rearrangements of
command lines or databases (as it does so well!). Not to mention that the interface
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itself – a book – continues to be perfectly useful and valid as a media artifact, even
outside of its use as interface.
In the example of a mobile history museum – for which this initial prototype is being
developed – the model being built upon is that of the gallery guide. A single, folded
piece of paper with general information on the project is also designed as a print-based
interface with conductive inks. Within the galleries, a visitor can “plug in” this guide to
any of the multimedia exhibits to scroll images, activate videos, listen to oral histories,
or peruse various textual and archival documents. Insert pages printed with additional
textual and pictorial information specific to the current exhibition, and possibly with
additional print-based interfaces to activate specific exhibits, augment this gallery
guide. Visitors are encouraged to keep the document as a self-contained artifact – a
growing archive of their own making – and the key to unlocking new digital media in
future visits. In these three functions of the reconsidered gallery guide, we see an
ongoing interplay with the stability and flexibility of both the printed and digital
media.
Legible circuits: Human-computer vision and durable forms 
For decades now, we have seen computer vision at work every time we go to the
grocery store. e clerk swipes our packaged goods emblazoned with bar codes over
their scanning devices, which are specifically designed to read these codes. e nerdier
among us may have spent some time trying to decode these lovely line patterns
(guilty!). However, we’ve come to recognize these as tools for machine efficiency – to
get us out of the grocery store quickly – not to tell us anything intelligible about the
product.
More recently, we’ve seen Quick Response (QR) codes pop up on everything from
advertisements to business cards to museum signage. Devices using approaches like
augmented reality have demonstrated that printed surfaces can control on-screen
activities. We’ve also seen the development and application of fiducial symbols – such
as those used in the open source Reactivision4 project – as markers that can activate
multimedia events via camera tracking and image processing. All of these existing and
emerging methods of machines reading printed materials expand what is possible in
physical and digital interactions.
However, all of these approaches rely on specially designed shapes, symbols, or markers
for computer recognition that are effectively illegible to the human eye. We recognize a
bar code or QR code as being something intended for machine consumption. We know
what it is, but very few humans, if any, can translate the visual expression into the
string of characters embedded in its logic. is is all great if you are okay designing
your materials with something that is obviously for computer recognition only and not
intended for human comprehension. However, the goal of printing legible circuits
addresses this gap between human and computer vision by proposing a new strategy
that allows the designer to make the interface also informational – form and content
fully intertwined. 
roughout history, typography has been shaped by a blend of forces that are
simultaneously historic, cultural, and technological. For even the non-typographically
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inclined, one of the most obvious distinctions to be made among typefaces is whether
or not they have serifs. us, serif or sans serif typefaces. e serif itself is a design
feature rooted in an early technology of letter making: chiseling letters into stone. In
order to cleanly finish the stroke of a letter, the carver or engraver would turn the chisel
on its narrow end and stamp clean, thin horizontal lines on the ends of the letter
strokes. It took about two thousand years and plenty of shis in typographic
production methods for the serif to be reconsidered. In the late 19th and early 20th
century, sans serif typefaces – made possible by the increasing precision of metal type
punching and eventually photographic reproduction methods – became prevalent
contenders but still have not (and likely never will) entirely usurp or replace serif
letterforms. is highly visible example of technique defining the aesthetic qualities of
letterforms seems to corroborate the famous observation by typographer Zuzana Licko:
“You read best what you read most.”5 Repeated exposure makes for familiar patterns,
but these patterns are culturally derived, not necessarily universal.
Regardless, the basic forms of the Latin alphabet have such durability that extremely
far-flung variations of these characters are legible and recognizable as distinct
letterforms even if they do not provide easy, continuous reading. As we have developed
into a highly literate, textual, and visual culture, we have come to see letterforms even
where they are not – in random patterns, happenstance configurations of natural or
human-made elements, and so on. rough deep and relentless exposure, our
familiarity with the general features of these forms has made them ingrained patterns
on our minds – almost to the extent to which we recognize human faces in abstract
patterns or images.
Creating legible letterforms that are also functional circuit switches – or letters that
work as printed buttons – shapes a new area for typographic research by defining
functional requirements specific to this purpose. Yet within these parameters, there are
endless possibilities for developing appropriately meaningful and expressive designs. In
this work, technical and aesthetic decisions are necessarily one and the same. For the
typographic designer, this is an exciting, new, and wide-open field ripe for visual
experimentation and play!
Open source: Make, improve, expand, and share
ere are a few relatively simple steps to create a printed legible circuit interface. First,
designing the legible forms. Second, printing these forms. ird, connecting the print-
based circuit to hardware and soware that will interpret a touch (closed circuit) as the
event to activate digital media.
DESIGNING LEGIBLE FORMS
ere are three primary technical requirements for creating circuit switches. Once
these three requirements are met, it is up to the designer to determine how to make
forms appropriate for their particular purpose.
e legible switch is comprised of two continuous and non-overlapping forms.1.
When connected to the microprocessor or computers, these non-overlapping
forms create the “open” circuit. e space between these non-overlapping forms
must be sized appropriately so that the touch of a fingertip will close them. e
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closing of this circuit activates the soware used to operate the digital media.
What you do with that event is up to you!
One of the two non-overlapping forms of the switch connects by an independ-2.
ent line – this is the positive connection end of the circuit. A single letter, a sin-
gle word, or a series of words, paragraphs, et cetera can define a form. e
criterion for making a line distinguishable from all other legible switches is that
this line (the positive lead) does not cross any other lines. is produces an in-
dependent action upon the touch.
e other non-overlapping form connects to the same negative connection end3.
as all switches on the page. is creates a common ground.
PRINTING LEGIBLE CIRCUITS
For prototyping purposes, as well as for relatively large-scale production, screen
printing seems to be the most appropriate option for producing and reproducing
legible circuits on paper media. Screen printing has its own history in the realm of
visual reproduction. It may not be as precise as offset printing, considering the act of
applying the ink still involves some human touch. However, allowing for some
inconsistencies and imperfections (humanity!), the repeatability makes relatively large-
scale reproduction possible.
In initial testing, the conductive ink used was Electric Paint by Bare Paint.6 e
consistency and ease of use of this product worked well with the screen-printing
process. Even diluting the paint with small amounts of water to make for better
printing consistencies did not seem to alter the conductivity or effectiveness in any
remarkable way. e Bare Paint website is a great resource, providing many video
demonstrations for setting up and applying their products. ere are several similar
products currently available; however, early success with this one meant no further
experimentation was required.
Figure 1: Just a few strategies for designing legible typographic circuit switches.
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Figure 2: Configuration with a prototype “clip” connecting the paper with legible
circuits to the Makey Makey, which is connected to a laptop via USB cable. 
CONNECTING PAPER TO HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
ere are many methods for connecting your printed legible circuits to hardware and
soware that will allow you to access and activate digital media. At the writing of this
paper, the UIC Innovation Center continues to work on various prototypes involving
simple clips, clamps, and other means for intuitively “plugging in” the page to the
machine. In all of these efforts, attention is paid to maximizing the use of the printed
medium as an artifact itself and the flexible installation or application of the
connective hardware. In other words, you still want to hold a book in your hands, to be
able to turn the pages and read the book. e iterative prototyping of this connective
hardware seeks to merge intuitive book handling (reading) with physical spaces and
objects that are display surfaces or spaces for experiencing the digital media – via
projection of text, images, and video or activation of audio media.
In these prototypes, a very helpful piece of hardware for testing has been the Makey
Makey.7 e Makey Makey is essentially a streamlined microprocessor using alligator
clips to very quickly turn any object with some amount of conductivity into a key. is
allows very rapid testing, in which the key-touch is the signal to trigger some media
event. Makey Makey functions on the principle that the human body can close a circuit
by connecting its positive and ground ends by simultaneously touching an object and
the ground wire. Easily connectible to a computer via a USB cable that also powers the
board, your tangible interface – in this case the legible circuit – is put into direct
communication with your soware.
What you do with digital media once a legible circuit is touched is up to you. Anything
is possible, and the possibilities are endless. For prototyping purposes, the Processing8
programming language and development environment has been an invaluable
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Watch the video at
http://www.src-online.ca/
index.php/src/article/
downloadSuppFile/155/1305
resource. Once connected via Makey Makey, all you need to do is decide what happens
when a particular key is touched: turn on a video, select an image to move or highlight,
toggle text documents on and off, play an audio file, and so on. Supported by over one
hundred user-generated, open source libraries and a vibrant online community,
Processing makes for an excellent sketching and development tool for beginner and
professional programmers alike. In conjunction with this project, a new open source
Processing library called ExHib is currently in the works to offer a variety of digital
media display interfaces that work with physical interfaces.9
Embodied and alive
is body of research into paper interfaces and legible circuits represents some crude
first steps toward conceptualizing, prototyping, and testing the book as an active and
integral interface for interactions with digital media. is paper documents the early
phases of this development and shares the challenges and repeatable processes in the
hope that additional projects be taken up to challenge, expand, and refine the ideas and
potentials. Employing a design as research methodology, the formal qualities of the
produced artifacts – including the design requirements of creating legible circuits such
that form, content, and interface are unified – are on equal footing with the conceptual
and technical inquiries. 
ose little glowing screens we are so accustomed to reading and touching may go
away. And, it may be sooner than we think. Digital media is already starting to become
directly accessible through responsive environments, smart objects, and augmentation
devices that put almost limitless data in direct contact with our bodies and senses.10
Exciting? Scary? Probably both. No doubt, these shis present a whole new litany of
dramatic changes in our social, cultural, and physical organizations. Regardless, there
are many who believe the book will not disappear in this new physical-informational
paradigm. I am one of them. 
However, let us not relegate this medium to the sanctity of a rare, expensive peculiarity
of ages past – the kind of object only wealthy or scholarly individuals might possess.
Instead, let us keep the printed book alive. Let us consider all the ways this bastion of
the human experiential record can continue to function as an active and everyday
participant in our digital media landscape.
Notes
“e student of literature or philosophy is prone to be concerned with book1.
‘content’ and to ignore its form. is failure is peculiar to phonetic literacy in which
the visual code always has the ‘content’ that is the speech created by the person
engaged in reading. … But in a world of phonetic literacy this compulsion to split
form and content is universal, and affects non-literary people as much as the
scholar.” (McLuhan, p. 77)
“Interface work oen involves technical soware and hardware development that2.
are not research contributions, but are needed to answer new research questions.”
(Electronic Textual Cultures Lab)
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“It is no accident that Gutenberg’s moving letters have been called history’s first3.
assembly line. For it was the compiling of drawings and lettering, and of
construction plans and instruction manuals, which first made it possible for
engineers to build further and further on the shoulders – or rather on the books –
of their predecessors, without being in any way dependent on oral tradition.”
(Kittler, 1999)
Reactivision. URL: http://reactivision.sourceforge.net .4.
“You read best what you read most. However, those preferences for typefaces such5.
as Times Roman exist by habit, because those typefaces have been around longest.
When those typefaces first came out, they were not what people were used to either.
But because they got used, they have become extremely legible.” (VanderLans, 1990)
Bare Paint. URL: www.bareconductive.com . Electric Paint Jar, 50mL. Also see6.
Electric Paint Larger Volumes for big projects.
Makey Makey. URL: www.makeymakey.com .7.
Processing. URL: www.processing.org .8.
ExHib. URL: https://github.com/pauloguerraf/exHIB .9.
“New media art might thus be said to create, or rather to catalyze the creation of,10.
new modalities through which the body can filter – and indeed give form to – the
flux of information.” (Hansen, p. 122) 
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